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Towards Policy Relevant Environmental Modeling: 
Contextual Validity And Pragmatic Models

Scott B. Miles

"Nothing in the world, no object or event, would be true or false if
there were not thinking creatures." (Davidson, 1990, p. 279)

"Ground Truth has given way to Ground Fuzziness." (Openshaw,
1996, p. 765)

Abstract
"What makes for a good model?" In various forms, this question is a question
that, undoubtedly, many people, businesses, and institutions ponder with regards
to their particular domain of modeling. One particular domain that is wrestling
with this question is the multidisciplinary field of environmental modeling.
Examples of environmental models range from models of contaminated ground
water flow to the economic impact of natural disasters, such as earthquakes.
One of the distinguishing claims of the field is the relevancy of environmental
modeling to policy and environment-related decision-making in general. A
pervasive view by both scientists and decision-makers is that a "good" model is
one that is an accurate predictor. Thus, determining whether a model is
"accurate" or "correct" is done by comparing model output to empirical
observations. The expected outcome of this process, usually referred to as
"validation" or "ground truthing," is a stamp on the model in question of "valid"
or "not valid" that serves to indicate whether or not the model will be reliable
before it is put into service in a decision-making context. In this paper, I begin
by elaborating on the prevailing view of model validation and why this view
must change. Drawing from concepts coming out of the studies of science and
technology, I go on to propose a contextual view of validity that can overcome
the problems associated with "ground truthing" models as an indicator of model
goodness. The problem of how we talk about and determine model validity has
much to do about how we perceive the utility of environmental models. In the
remainder of the paper, I argue that we should adopt ideas of pragmatism in
judging what makes for a good model and, in turn, developing good models.
From such a perspective of model goodness, good environmental models should
facilitate communication, convey  not bury or "eliminate"  uncertainties,
and, thus, afford the active building of consensus decisions, instead of promoting
passive or self-righteous decisions.   
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It' s A Model World
To [many] folk, a model is either a miniatureversionof somereal-

world object, like an airplanefuselage,or an idealizedversionof a real-
world person... Models like thesearewhat we might label experimental
modelsbecausetheyconstitutematerialrepresentationsof reality thathave
either hadsomereal-worldfeaturesabstractedaway(aswith a modelcar
or ship in a bottle) or they havehad imperfect real-world features,like
broken nosesor bowed legs, replacedby idealizedversion (suchas the
perfect proportions of a fashionmodel). In either case,the model then
servesto answerby direct experiment certaintypesof questions, suchas
how air flows over an airplane wing under different atmospheric
conditionsor how a particular typesof clothes... look whendrapedovera
perfect shape.  (Casti, 1997, p. 13) (Original emphasis)

In introducingus to modelsin his book Would-Be Worlds, JohnL. Casti illustrates
how pervasivetheuseof modelsarein societyand,in fact,how we all usemodelsin our
everydaylives. Casti uses this discussion to introduce the distinction between the
concrete,materialmodelsthat we usein our everydaylives and the abstract, symbolic
models,like Newton'sequation of motion (F = ma),which he impliesarethedomainof
only scientistsandengineers.Ignoringthesignificanceof Casti's distinction for now, his
discussion helpsus to seewhat modelsin generalare: thosethingsthat humansinteract
with in lieu of interactingwith the real (or scarce)thing. We usemodelsin placeof the
realthingbecauseinteractingwith therealthingmaybetoo costly, too dangerous,or may
bepracticallyimpossibledueto extremetemporalor spatial characteristics. Thus,we can
see that modelsrepresentthings in a similar way as political representatives serveas
delegatesfor a groupof people:models"standin for." This broadconception of what
modelsaresubsumesothergeneraldefinitionsof models,suchasmodelsasanalogiesor
metaphors(see Coyne, 1995). Models, of course,can be usedover and over again
(although in somecasesthat may meanrebuilding the model),whereasit may only be
possibleto do it once(or someother finite number,including zero)with the real thing.
Knowing, in a generalsense,what a modelis andwhy we usemodels,a likely question
that comes to mind is: "What makes for a good model?"

Undoubtedly,manypeople,businesses,andinstitutionspondervariousformsof this
question with regardsto theirparticular domainof modeling (don'tforgettheexamplesof
models given by John L. Casti). One particular domain that is wrestling with this
question is the multidisciplinary field of environmentalmodeling. To avoid the
contentionof the meaningof "environment,"the definition given by the Oxford English
Dictionarywill suffice for characterizingwhatenvironmentalmodels,in fact,model: the
sum-totalof influenceswhich modify anddeterminethedevelopmentof life or character.
Examplesof environmentalmodelsrangefrom modelsof contaminatedground-water
flow (seeCorwin andLoague,1996)to theeconomicimpactof naturaldisasters,suchas
earthquakes(see EarthquakeSpectra,1997, vol. 13, no. 4). One of the distinguishing
claims of thefield is therelevancyof environmentalmodeling to policy andenvironment-
relateddecision-makingin general.Becauseof thepotentialsocialandeconomicimpacts
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(both positive and negative) of basing a decision on a environmental model, it is easy to
realize the import of the question "What makes for a good model?" for the field of
environmental modeling. Briefly recounting some of my own experiences that led me to
think on these issues will help to illustrate the importance and difficulty of answering this
question, in addition to illustrating the common view of how to determine whether a
model is a good. 

Recently, I was tasked with developing computer software for decision-support
related to regional earthquake-induced landslide hazard  the subject of my expertise.
Moderate to large earthquakes can trigger landslides, numbering in the thousands,
distributed over areas exceeding 100,000 km2 (Keefer, 1984). Earthquake-triggered
landslides have caused huge economic losses and casualties. In fact, in many
earthquakes, triggered landslides have accounted for most of the damage or casualties.
The most devastating example is likely that of an M=7.8 earthquake in China that
resulted in over 120,000 deaths caused by landslides, over half of the total fatalities
(Close and McCormick, 1922).  

The primary user considered in the requirements development of the software was a
utility company, who wanted a means of prioritizing their finances and efforts for
retrofitting and replacing gas pipeline. I encountered an obstacle in the very initial stages
of conceptualizing the software design: "What earthquake-induced landslide model
should the software be designed around?" Even though I was partial to the simulation
that I developed (Miles and Ho, 1999a), I decided to compare several models to try to
find an answer to my question. Each of the models were based on the method of Wilson
and Keefer (1983), most were simplified approaches  regression equations  derived
from applying the method to a generic set of inputs, while one was a direct
implementation of the algorithm. After applying each model to a real-world problem and
obtaining the respective results, I found that I could not arrive at a conclusion, in any
absolute sense, regarding which model was better. So, I proceeded to design the software
independently of a specific model to allow use of any (and many) models in the decision
process (see Miles et al., 1999). During the first review meeting for the project, similar
questions to the one I had asked myself were posed. "What good will having many
models do?" "Why not just use the best model?" In presenting my work at geology and
earthquake hazards conferences, I was met with even more direct questions. "But which
is the correct model?" "Why not just compare each model to data gathered from recent
earthquakes and determine the most accurate model?" A referee of a related paper (Miles
and Keefer, 2000) likened it to eating a fine meal (the model comparison) and not being
given dessert (the correct or accurate model).  

This episode illustrates the potential role of environmental modeling in decision-
making and, thus, the importance of basing decisions on a good model. This brief
narrative also shows the common expectation, of both scientists and decision-makers, for
determining what makes for a good model: ascertain the most "accurate" or "correct"
model by comparing it to empirical observation. The expected outcome of this process,
usually referred to as "validation" or "ground truthing," is a stamp on the model in
question of "valid" or "not valid" that serves to indicate whether or not the model will be
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reliable before it is put into service in a decision-makingcontext. Within environmental
modeling, onecantracethis commonlyheldview to two origins. Thefirst is a carry-over
of theory confirmation from physics and chemistry (i.e., "We expect A to exhibit behavior
X. Throughcontrolled experiment, we observeX. Thus,our behavioral prediction is
confirmed.") (Sarewitz and Pielke, 1999). The second,of course,is the equivalent
practiceadvocatedwithin cartography.Board(1967)notedthat "[t]here are... two major
stagesto the cycle of mapmaking. First, the real world is concentratedin model form;
secondlythemodelis testedagainstreality." (p. 672) Themapthenis giventhestampof
approvalif thereis an "adequatefit" betweenthe mapandreality. This commonview,
however, must change, on the part of modelers, decision-makers, and stakeholders, as it is
impossibleto determine the truth of a modelor its reliability prior to its use(Oreskeset
al., 1994).  

In the following section,I will elaborateon the prevailing view of modelvalidation
and why this view must change(andwhy this view haschangedin variousintellectual
fields). Drawing from conceptscomingout of the studiesof scienceand technology,I
will proposea contextualview of validity that can overcomethe problemsassociated
with "groundtruthing" modelsasan indicatorof validity. The problemof how we talk
aboutanddeterminemodelvalidity hasmuchto do, I will argue,abouthow we perceive
the overall utility of environmentalmodels. Above, I made the assumption that
environmentalmodeling is relevantto policy and decision-making. While this may be
obviousto environmentalmodelers(includingmyself), the simple question of "why?" is
not only justifiable, but is important in understandingwhat makesfor a good model.
Returningto the quote from Casti (1997), the reason why environmentalmodelsare
useful for decision-makingis not so different, I think, from the reason why the model
fuselageis useful to aeronauticalengineersor the fashionmodel to fashiondesigners.
Casti's label of "experimentalmodels"is misapplied; the valueof all modelslies in the
facilitationof experimentation. In theremainderof thepaper,I will arguethatpragmatic
perspectivecanhelpusto judgewhatmakesfor a goodmodeland,in turn, developgood
models.   From such a perspective of model goodness, good environmental models should
facilitatecommunication,convey not bury or "eliminate"  uncertainties, and,thus,
afford the active building of consensusdecisions, insteadof promotingpassiveor self-
righteous decisions.   In brief, it is not the environmental model that can be "valid" or "not
valid," rather it is the decision making context and the emergent actions or outcomes.

Truth In Modeling
"Every philosopheryou askwill attack logical positivism, either on

details or on some general principle, but it remains the working philosophy
of modern science, medicine, and engineering." (Kosko, 1993, p. 8)  

Although,foundationalist thought the belief that thereis a uniqueultimatebasis
either in experienceor rational thought (Kleindorfer et al., 1998)  has beenout of
voguewithin thephilosophyof sciencesinceat leastthe1970'sthanksto ThomasKuhn's
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962),asobservedby Bart Koskoandillustrated
by my anecdote,such perspectivespersist outside of philosophy. Obviously, the
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epistemologythatoneadopts,whetherknowinglyor tacitly aspartof one'sdiscipline,has
a profoundaffect on one'sview of model validity. The implicationsof foundationalist
philosophies of science,including Popper'scritical rationalism (falsification) (Giere,
1999), on model validation is stated well by Barlas and Carpenter (1990):

If oneadoptsa logical empiricist,foundationalist philosophyof model
validation, then validation is seen as a strictly formal, algorithmic,
reductionist,and"confrontational" process.Sincethemodelis assumedto
be an objective and absoluterepresentation [i.e., proposition] of the real
system,it canbe either true or false. And given that the analystusesthe
propervalidation algorithms,oncethemodelconfrontstheempirical facts
[data], its truth (or falsehood) is automatically revealed. (p. 157)

Kleindorfer et al. (1998) likens this view of modelvalidation to measlesimmunization;
oncethevalidity of a modelhasbeenestablishedit is immuneto furtherattack. A good
exampleof such "immunity" amongmodels is that of geologic or soil survey maps.
Unquestionably,mapsfit our generalview of modelsasthosethingsthatwe interactwith
in lieu of theactualthing. However,asarguedby Board(1967),once"groundtruthed,"
maps are typically seen as immune from further evaluation:

It is unlikely thatgeological or soil surveyswould beundertakentwice
for the samearea ... The expenseof repeatingsuchsurveysoften means
that they are done but once. Maps of such surveyscan thereforebe
properly regardedas initial data with which to begin an investigation of
someproblem within an areal context. They are as good as raw data
derived directly from observation of reality if such raw data cannot feasibly
be collected. (p. 714-715) (Author's emphasis)

Naomi Oreskesand otherspoint out that veracity (truth) cannotbe establishedfor
any proposition except for one that refers to a closed system,such as mathematics,
symbolic logic, or computercode (Oreskeset al, 1994). They provide the following
simple example to demonstrate this statement.

[I]f I say, "If it rains tomorrow, I will stay home and revise this
paper." The next day it rains, but you find that I am not home. Your
verification has failed. You concludethat my original statementwas
false.  But in fact, it was my intention to stay home and work on my paper.
The formulation wasa true statement of my intent. Later,you find that I
left the housebecausemy motherdied,andyou realizedthat my original
formulation was not false, but incomplete. It did not allow for the
possibility of extenuating circumstances. Your attempt at verification
failed because the system was not closed.  (p. 642) (Author's emphasis)

Systemssuch as mathematics and computercodeare closedbecausethe system's
elements(i.e., symbols)havepreciselydefined,fixed meanings,which arenot contingent
uponempirical input. However,how many if any  elementsin an environmental
systemhave precisely defined, fixed meanings? Thus, the logical consistencyof the
mathematics or computercodeof environmentalmodelscanbe verified, but the models
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never portray closed systems and so can not be verified.  

Ronald N. Giere argues that models, in fact, are not (linguistic) propositions, and,
thus, the concept of correspondence truth  exact conformance to an antecedently
determinate reality (Rorty, 1991)  has little meaning with regard to models and the
representation of environmental systems (Giere, 1999). Giere uses the familiar example
of maps to illustrate that models represent particular perspectives of the system as
determined by human interests, and these perspectives are necessarily partial.

Imagine, for example, four different maps [models!] of Manhattan
Island: a street map, a subway map, a neighborhood map, and a geological
map. Each ... represents [stands in for] the island of Manhattan from a
different perspective, appropriate, for example, for a taxi driver, a subway
rider, a social worker, and a geologist.  (Giere, 1999, p. 81)

Because these map-cum-models, are embedded within each respective practice (e.g., taxi
driving or geology), metaphysical questions of truth and correspondence (e.g., "How do
maps represent physical spaces?") will not lead to meaningful answers. Rather, Giere
suggests naturalistic questions of the sort: "How do we humans manage to use maps to
represent physical spaces?" This is not to suggest the abandonment of realism (i.e., the
world exists independently of the mental) in any way. In fact, Michael Devitt, an
outspoken proponent of realism, now admits "that no doctrine of truth is in any way
constitutive of Realism." (Devitt, 1997, p. 306)

The response of modelers to discussions of establishing the truth of a model as way
of validation is often one of the semantics of truth. Rykiel (1996) suggests that useful
definitions of truth for model validation are "(1) consistent with available data, (2) in
accord with current knowledge and beliefs, and (3) in conformance with design criteria."
(p. 237) Thus, Rykiel argues that model validation is the establishment of truth in the
above sense, under specified conditions. In other words, a modeler specifies some a
priori performance criteria (e.g., some statistical indication of fit), applies the model to a
case study exhibiting appropriate conditions, and compares the output with the best
available data (i.e., empirical observations). If the model meets the specified
performance criteria, the model is worthy of the stamp of "valid" and can be set on the
shelf at the model supermarket for, apparently, general consumption. Rykiel (1996)
stresses that modelers must observe truth-in-labeling "laws" and provide, with the model,
its purpose and the performance criteria and conditions for application that earned the
model a stamp of "valid" so that any potential consumer can make an informed choice.

Unfortunately, this view of model validity is not much better than validity as
correspondence truth. This view of validity presupposes that the phenomenon in question
(1) is observable and measurable, (2) permits the collection of ample data and (3) is
spatially and temporally invariant with respect to conditions not specified by the modeler
(Oreskes, 1998). Miles et al. (2000) demonstrate that these criteria for model validation
do not fully apply to many, if not most, environmental systems, and that it is not
uncommon for models to be applied (sometimes successfully) to conditions or uses
inconsistent with those intended. An example of such "misapplication" could be the
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commonuseof geologyor similar maps(-cum-models)for supporting the estimation of
variousenvironmentalproperties, suchas soil strengthor permeability, which are then
assignedasattributesto theoriginal mapunits  somethingthat themap'sdeveloper(s)
likely neverintendedor foresaw. Thediffusion of geographicinformation systems(GIS)
and the easein which many environmentalmodelscan be implementedin GIS, has
certainlyled to manymodelsbeingemployedfor regionalanalysiswhen they werenot
originally developedwith GIS or largegeographicscalesin mind. Differentassumptions
and decisions with respectto model parameterization and model implementation(e.g.,
with different GIS softwareor data models)effect model output (Miles et al., 2000).
Thus, whetheror not output of a particular model matchesempirical observations or
meetssomespecifiedcriteria may be the result of a serendipitouscombination of data
anddecisions. Lastly, this view of validation maybeviableif themodelswereonly used
within a particular scientific community that understandsthe applications,limitations,
etc.of a givenmodel(Oreskes,1998). But becauseenvironmentalmodelsarepromoted
and expected to support policy and decision making, this isn't the case.  

An exampleof a classof modelsthat is handicappedby the requirementsof model
validation as suggestedby Rykiel (1996) are modelsthat yield probabilisticoutput 
inarguably,a popularclassof models. Theontological statusof probabilityasappliedto
environmentalsystemsis questionable. (An extremeview is thatof Kosko(1993,p. 50)
who writes, "The ultimate fraud is the scientific atheistwho believes in probability.")
Can probability be observedor measuredin environmentalsystems? Consider an
examplefrom the August,1999 Izmet, Turkey earthquake(M=7.4). Steinet al. (1997)
calculateda 12% probabilityof a largeearthquake(M > 6.7) occurring within a 30 year
periodon theparticular segmentof theNorth Anatolianfault that experiencedthe recent
quake. Obviously,we canmaketheobservation that theearthquakedid occur. Doesthis
observation validateor invalidatethemodel? Canwe determinethe"actual"probability?
Is it possiblethat an a priori performance criteria be specifiedfor this model? For this
class of models,thesequestions simply don't makesense. Thus,any commonview of
model validation doesn'thelp us to assesswhetherthis model is, in fact, a "good" or
"bad" model. I submit that, to varying degrees,this is the casewith all environmental
models.

(Actor-)Networked Models
Before I discussways to help us understandwhat makesfor a good model, it is

helpful to reorientour conceptof validity asit relatesto environmentalmodels. I agree
with Naomi Oreskeswho stressesthat we should never describeany model as valid
(Oreskes,1998). To better understandwhat it is thatwe can describeas"valid" (or "not
valid") or "successful"(or "partially successful"),it is important to refocusupon the
decision-makingprocessthat a potentialenvironmentalmodel would be recruited (i.e.,
selectedor developed)to play a part in, ratherthan just the model itself. Towardsthis
end, I suggestthat it is useful to conceptualizea decision-makingcontextas an actor
network. Actor Network Theory (ANT) developedout of the studies of science,
technology,and society (Latour, 1987; Law, 1992). Briefly, ANT providesan ever-
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evolving framework and vocabularyfor describingand, arguably,explaining society's
successesand failures with(in) scienceand technology. For our purposes,it is not
necessaryto learn the extensive jargon of ANT, nor do we need to take on any
metaphysical baggageassociatedwith it (see Bloor, 1999). Understandingwhat is an
actor network will suffi ce.

An actor network takes inventory of the contents of the context of an action
(Suchmanet al., 1999). A simple, everydayexampleof an actor network is when we
drive downthefreeway. Our actionsto anygivensituationthatmayarise(e.g.,debrison
theroadway)areaffectedby anynumberof factors,bothhumanandnon-human,suchas
our experienceand training in driving, the car we are driving, traffic regulations, road
conditions,the cars aroundus, and the drivers in thosecars. An actor network then
considers(links) all of theinfluential factors,referredto asactors(or actantsto remind us
that it is not just humansthat needto be considered),for the purposesof describingthe
situation andour actions. Thus,within an actornetwork,humanandnon-humanactors
aregiven equal explanatorystatus;at the outset, neither is treatedasmoreimportantor
more influential. The valueof this conceptualizationis in the detail of descriptionthat
canbe obtainedand that an explanation doesnot makeany a priori assumption that an
action is the result of (only) social or technologicfactors,ratherthe action will be the
result of interactions between social and technical actors. This cursorydefinition of
"actor network" is more than enoughto help us refocusour attention to the decision-
makingcontext,ratherthanjust themodel,to understandwhat it is thatcanbeevaluated
for labels, such as, "valid."

Just as the attribute "distance"applies to the relationship between, for example,
Seattle and Memphis, "valid" and "not valid" (and other common adjectives of validation)
only havecontextual meaning. Theadjectivesonly applyto thenetworkof relationships
that emergeout of a particular decision-makingcontext,that is, the actornetwork. As
with all actor networks,any decision-makingcontext is comprisedof humanand non-
humanactants. Humanactantsincludescientistsandengineers(the modelersand their
peers),decision-makers(at anynumberof levels),stakeholders(thosepeoplethatwill be
affectedby theresultingdecision or policy), andanyfundingagenciesor thelike. While
non-humansactantsinclude, but are not exclusiveto, the study area (which could be
unpackedfurther: e.g., soil type, climate, building codes,environmentalimpact laws,
etc.),data,model(s),software,hardware,etc. Without this networkandthe interactions
amongtheactors,thelabelof "valid" is not helpful, if not meaningless.Within theactor
network, the modelplaysan importantrole, but potentiallyno more importantthan the
humanactants,suchasstakeholders,andno lessimportantthannon-humanactants,such
asthe studyareaor data. A modelmay be well liked andwell used,andperhapseven
carriesthe label "valid" thanksto someresearchpublication. However,if themodelhas
beenrecruited to inform policy themodelis situatedwithin anactornetwork. Themodel
mayhaveservedwell somepreviousdecision-makingcontext,but its successwithin the
currentcontextis not assuredandmaybehamstrungby, for instance,thepracticeof local
scientistsor out-of-datecomputinghardware. Thus,thecontextthat mustbeconsidered
is not simply, asRykiel (1996)argues,the physical conditionsfor which the modelwas
developed.  
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Hopefully, at this point it is easyto see why "valid" (etc.) is not an attribute of
environmentalmodels (rather, all models). Instead, the adjective is contextualand
appliesto theparticular actornetwork(or theemergentactionsandinfluences),in which
the modelhasbeenrecruited. Doubtless,any decision-makingcontextwill be complex
anddynamic. It maynot alwaysbeobviouswho or what theactantsarewithin theactor
network. Of course,actantsmay changewith time or be substituted (e.g., higher
resolution data) or the interactions between actants may be modified (e.g., with
experience). Becauseof the complexity and dynamism of any suchnetwork, the label
"valid" or "adequate"is alwaysfuzzy a matterof degree andis aptto beshort-lived.
As a result, evaluation of the actor network is necessarily a never-ending affair, and,
hence, the idea of validation, as a formal process, loses much of its meaning.

What' s The Pragmatic Application?
To recapitulate, we have a working idea of what models,in general,are; we are

confident that environmentalmodelsare relevant to policy and decision making; we
realizethat the processof environmental-modelvalidation is meaningless,if simply not
helpful; and,lastly, we havereorientedourselves,with thehelpof ANT, soasto evaluate
the decision making context,rather than the isolatedmodel. Not a short journey; but
we're better for making the trip. However,we haven'tansweredthe question that we
started with: "What makes for a good model?"  

Thepopularnotion,within environmentalmodeling, is thata goodmodelis onethat
is a good predictor; the model provides a (set of) number(s) or categorizationsthat
accuratelyforecastsreality. No doubt, this view is what led Casti to distinguish the
abstract, symbolic modelsof scientistsfrom that of the aeronauticalengineer'smodel
fuselageor the fashionmodel. This view of modelgoodnesis pervasive.For instance,
CharlesGroat, director of the U.S. Geological Surveyadvocatedsuch a notion in his
FY2001 budgetrequestbeforethe Subcommitteeon the Interior and RelatedAgencies
Committeeon Appropriations whenhe said,"Policy-makersat all levels, from the U.S.
Congress, to a business, to a local community,needaccurateforecastsso that they can
envisionthe consequencesof the manychoicesthey facetoday." But havingmadeour
journey, this path (i.e., good models are good predictors) is likely to lead us astray.  

Hookeand Pielke (2000) reemphasizesthis point in their assessmentof short-term
weatherprediction, while providing us a potential path that is compatible with our
contextual view of validity.

Prediction [products] are producedin the environmentof a broader
prediction process, which includesthe production of forecasts,but also
communication of forecast information and the incorporation of that
information in user decisions. The processmight be thought of as a
symphonyorchestrain which the different sectionsmust work together
harmoniouslyto producemusic. The analogueto music in the decision
processis effective decision makingwith respectto weather. Oftensome
mistakenlyascribea linearrelation to the threesub-processes,... [predict
Æ communicate Æ use] These three sub-processes are instead better
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thought of as occurring in parallel, with significant feedbacksand
interrelations betweenthem. (Hooke and Pielke, 2000, p. 68) (Original
emphasis)

Thus, "perfectly accurate"predictions that are miscommunicatedor misusedwill
result in undesirableoutcomesof the prediction process(or actionsemergingfrom the
actor-network). Similarly, a prediction can be effectively communicated, but the
prediction productmaynot beof a form usefulto actantswithin thedecision context. As
a result,

whenpolicy makersor otherusers... askthe... question "What is the
value of an improved [prediction product]?" and expect to get an aggregate
answer in dollars or lives, they ask the wrong question. They ought
insteadto ask"Whatchangesto theexisting [prediction] process... canwe
expect to lead to better outcomes?"and expect the answer to be
contextual, multidimensional, and [perspectival]. (ibid, p. 69) (Author's
emphasis)

With theemphasison theprocess,ratherthantheproduct,HookeandPielke(2000)
have adopteda decidedlycontextualand pragmatic view of the goodnesof models.
However,in dealingwith short-termweatherforecasting, they understandablymaintain
that modelpredictions,while not necessarily thesolefoundation of modelgoodness,are
nonethelessimportant. We canconditionally acceptthis. But later,I will arguethatother
properties of a model are equally important, or more so, in judging and guiding the
developmentof good models. Before we get to that, I want to take a cue from the
healthy, pragmatic perspectiveof Hooke and Pielke (2000) and suggestthat we (i.e.,
scientists,decision makers,and stakeholders)adoptthe pragmatist's way of thinking to
help us understandboth how we should(and I would arguewe actually do) go about
evaluating modelgoodness. As I briefly introducethe ideasof pragmatism, we will see
thatour criticism of "groundtruth" andour newlyacquiredcontextualview of validity fit
quite nicely.  

Therootsof pragmatism datebackto theturn of thepreviouscenturywith CharlesS.
Peirce, William James,and JohnDewey. Pragmatism hasexperienceda resurgencein
the latter half of the twentiethcentury,thanksin part to RichardRorty'sPhilosophy and
the Mirror of Nature (1979). Pragmatism'spopularity is continuingto grow on into the
twenty-first century. Environmentalpragmatism is a particularly good exampleof this
popularity. Environmental pragmatism marries a pragmatist perspective to the
explanation, solutionanddiscussion of environmentalethicsandrelatedissues(seeLight
andKatz, 1996). Soit is quitenaturalfor thefield of environmentalmodeling to adopta
similarly pragmatic disposition. Thereareseveralhallmarks of pragmatism that I think
are quite valuableto understandingmodel goodnesand to environmentalmodeling, in
general, as it relates to policy and decision making.  

First andforemost,pragmatism is unitedagainstanytypeof foundationalist thought
(Giere,1999),suchasthenotion of "groundtruth" or othercommonnotionsthat results
in a modelbeingstampedas"valid." Fromtheperspectiveof pragmatism,all productsof
human endeavor are both provisional and fallible.  To a pragmatist
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[k]nowledge... is a namefor the productof competentinquiries ...
The "settlement" of a particular situation by a particular inquiry is no
guarantee that that settled conclusionwill always remain settled. The
attainmentof settled beliefs is a progressivematter; thereis no belief so
settled as not to be exposedto further inquiry. (Dewey,1938) (Original
emphasis)

As partof his fallibilism, JohnDeweyarguedthatwe mayget thingstruerandtruer,
but this is "truth" in thepragmatic sense.To a pragmatist, truth in thefoundational sense
(e.g.,correspondencetruth) is circularand,hence,unhelpful(James,1907). For example,
to saythat the model is "correct" or the model is "valid" doesnot explain the strengths
and weakness of recruiting a particular environmentalmodel for a given context and
tendsto preventfurtherinquiry of themodel,which ultimatelywould provideabetter and
better senseof model goodness. As the nameimplies, pragmatism is concernedwith
humanactivities(e.g.,a decision-makingprocess)andtheeffects andoutcomesof these
activities. JustasHookeandPielke (2000) focusour attentionon the outcomesof the
prediction process,any mention of truth, by a pragmatist is referring to practical
consequences. "Truth is not somethingpassivelyobtained,either by thecontemplation of
absolutesor by the passiveaccumulationof data,but by activity shot throughwith the
theory[model] that guidesit." (RosenthalandBuchholz,1996,p. 39) It follows that in
orderfor usto evaluatethegoodnesof a model,we needto recruit it within our particular
decision-making context (actor network) and experiment with it.  

To help us understandthis, it is useful for us to think of carsagain,but this time in
thecontextof buyingnot driving. Fewof uswould purchasea carwithout takingit for a
testdrive. Thecarmaymeeteverycriteria we setout (e.g.,color, cargocapacity,engine
size,etc.), but it's not until we take it for a spin aroundthe block and talk it over with
friends participate in an activity andexperiment with the car  that we candecide
whetheror not the car is for us. Of course,the pragmatist knows that this choice to
purchasethecarbasedon a testdrive is not foolproof. But this shouldnot anddoesnot
prevent(most of) us from buying a car. In time, now that we own the car, we may
discoversomeannoying evendangerous features(e.g.,a blind spot)aboutthe car
thatweren'taddressedby our initial criteria or didn't "appear"to usduring the testdrive.
But with moretime behindthe wheel,we becomepracticed andthe annoyingfeatureis
not so muchan obstacle,but somethingfamiliar. Of course,it is very possiblethat we
maynot beableto practicallyovercomesomeannoyingor dangerousfeatures.But from
experience,which includesnot only driving the car but our conversations with people
aboutour carandcarsin general,we arebetter preparedto returnto thecar lot (or model
supermarket)and make a "truer" decision  one that will meet our practical
expectations.

At the risk of over-usinga metaphor,the activity of buying a car helpsto highlight
another hallmark of pragmatism: plurality. Except in rare casesof "love at first
experimentation,"we would not buy a car without testdriving multiple cars. From the
buyer's perspective,plurality of car models is typically seen as a good thing. Our
experiencesfrom testdriving onemodelhelpsus in experimentingwith thenext model;
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andsometimes,we realizethat we can'tdo without morethanonemodel in our garage.
This is true for environmentalmodelsas well. I would like to suggestthat we havea
responsibilityto exposeourselvesto a plurality of environmentalmodelsso that each
modelhasa chanceto "choose"us. After evaluating four earthquake-inducedlandslide
models(thesamefour introducedin thefirst section),Miles andKeefer(2000)stressthe
importanceof keepingall four modelsin the "garage." Thougheachis a modelof the
samething (all derivedfrom thesamemethodin fact),onemodelmaybemoreuseful in
onecontextbecauseof, say,available data,while a different modelmaybe moreusable
in anothercontext,perhapsbecauseof technical know-howof decision makers. Ideally,
severalmodelscanbe usedso as to encourageus to exploreandexplaindifferencesin
model output  that is, foster experimentation.  

A Model Of Consensus
So, what makesfor a good model? The environmentalpragmatist Bryan Norton

provides the following answer:

[M]odels [should] improve our understandingin the specific sense
that they illuminate environmentalproblemsand allow us to focus on
thosenaturaldynamicsthatarecausallyrelatedto importantsocialvalues.
... The ... models chosenin normative sciencesmust thereforepass a
doublecriterion. They musthelp us to understandnature,but they must
also encourageus to understandnature in a way that will help us to
formulateandmeasureenvironmentalgoalseffectively andto proposeand
implement policies to achieve these goals. (Norton, 1996, p. 125-126)

That is, a good model (or models!) is one that guidesour particular decision-making
processto the desiredoutcomes(or nearlyso) in a not entirely unexpectedway, which
would, of course, constitute a "valid" (or partially so) actor network. 

Our motivating question hasbeenanswered,at leastto somedegree. The answer
mayseemobviousto some,but of courseit is the activity of answering(discussing)the
question that is mosthelpful. (I hopethis discussion continueswell beyondthis paper.)
Evenso, the environmentalmodelersamongus arelikely thinking: "Pragmatism guides
us to the obviousanswerof what is a goodmodel,but can it help me to develop good
models of environmental systems?"  My answer is that it can.

Richard Rorty describesan "objective" explanation as one that is open and
transparent(Rorty, 1991). Similarly, if we adopt the perspectiveof pragmatism, we
should strive to develop objective models  models that are lucid and easily
understandableby the humanactorswithin the respectiveactornetwork (i.e., scientists,
decision-makersand stakeholders).This is not to saythatsomeenvironmentalmodelers
do not alreadyattemptto do this, but thatwe shouldput greateremphasison researchto
meeting this goal.  

Complexmathematical equations or numerical simulationscanbe difficult for even
scientists to comprehend,let alone other actors in the decision-making context.
Following thesuggestion of RichardCoynefor thedesignof information technology,the
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transparency or ease of understanding of environmental models can be increased by
treating models as metaphors (Coyne, 1995). This can be accomplished through effective
use of conceptual models, diagrams, analogies, and the like, which helps to describe the
features and workings of the otherwise largely unintelligible model through juxtaposition
with something familiar or more intelligible (e.g., landslides as blocks on an inclined
plane; electricity as water flowing through a pipe network; or gas molecules as billiard
balls). Such practice used to be common place, but seems to have waned with the
increasing complexity of environmental models and emphasis on prediction. This
practice needs to resume and expand for the sake of building transparent environmental
models.  

Alternatively, fuzzy systems provides an encouraging means for developing
pragmatically objective models of complex environmental systems. Because the essence
of fuzzy inference is computing with words, fuzzy systems can be used to model any
complex system (Kosko, 1992). For the same reason, the salient features of any fuzzy
inference model can be read and understood by modelers, policy makers, and
stakeholders, regardless of complexity.

Openness and transparency also applies to the decisions and choice with regards to
how we go about parameterizing and implementing environmental models. Paul N.
Edwards points out that the distinction between data and models is not always clear
because most data is collected or generated with the assistance of models and vice versa
(Edwards, 1999). In a similar way, models are not easily distinguished from the means in
which they are implemented because models must often be modified to fit the particular
means of implementation (e.g., using a raster data model versus a vector data model
within GIS) (Miles and Ho, 1999). Thus, a good model includes actively (rather than
passively) making explicit choices regarding parameterization and implementation, so
that all actors in the decision making context are aware of the effects of such choices, and
possible alternatives (Miles et al., 2000).

An objective decision is a decision arrived at by consensus (Rorty, 1991). Therefore,
good models should assist in the building of consensus among the human actors in a
particular decision-making process.  So how can models help to build consensus?  

Before I answer that question, I want to say that models should not be recruited as
tools of self-righteousness that prevent a consensus solution. With the prevailing
overemphasis on the value of model predictions and, of course, validity as "ground truth,"
I would argue that within any given decision-making context there is real potential for
this. Predictions are apt to be used to avoid making decisions, rather the "decision" is
"made" by the predictions of the environmental model (Pielke et al., 2000). For this
reason, while model-based predictions certainly have heuristic use, as in the example of
short-term weather-forecasting, complete reliance on model predictions (and stamping
models as "valid") can only be interpreted as an effort to avoid liability and
accountability.

Avoiding this pitfall, how can environmental models help to build consensus? I
would like to suggest that environmental models can greatly assist in consensus building
through persuasion, that is, encouraging experimentation and facilitating communication
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by and among scientists, decision makers, and stakeholders.    

Let's look again at the latter part of Casti's quote on experimental models:

... themodelthenservesto answerby directexperiment certaintypes
of questions,suchashow air flows over an airplanewing underdifferent
atmosphericconditionsor how a particular typesof clothes... look when
draped over a perfect shape.  (Casti, 1997, p. 13)

This is preciselywhatanygoodmodelshoulddo: helpus to answer(andpose)questions
 certainly not a new revelation!

Thus, as I arguedin the beginning,all good modelsare experimental models. A
good experimental environmentalmodel is one that is pragmatically objective and is
outfitted with suitablynumerousand appropriate"knobs and levers." What I meanby
"knobs and levers" can be anything from variablesin an equation that representsome
aspectof the particular environmentalsystem(e.g., earthquakemagnitude)to literal
buttons or sliders of a graphical user interface.  These "knobs and levers" must be relevant
to theneeds(andability) of thehumanactorsin a decision-makingcontextsoaspromote
their twisting and pulling  that is, encourageexperimentation. We can see then,
becauseexperimentationis a quality of a goodmodel,aswell as,beingan importantpart
of evaluating model goodness, development of new and better experimental
environmental-models will likely l ead to their use and (provisional) adoption.

I think that if we canmakeenvironmentalmodelsmoreengagingby improving their
ease of understanding(objectivity) and making them more and more suited to
experimentation, then environmental models will do a great deal in facilitating
communication.  This is consistent with Richard Coyne's view of models as metaphors:

A metaphorneednot bepredictive. It is primarily a discursivetool to
keep a conversation alive, and its effi cacy resides in its adoption and use in
discourse ... (Coyne, 1995, pg. 245)

The exampleof hikers huddledarounda map (model!) trying to decidethe best
route up the mountain,provides a good, if overly-simple, exampleof what I mean.
Becausethemap,hopefully,hasappropriate(ocular) "knobsandlevers,"thehikers,who
mayhavevaryinglevelsof expertiseandexperience,canexperimentwith differentroutes
up the mountainwithout actuallyhiking eachproposedroute preciselywhy we need
environmental models. In experimenting with the easily understandablemodel,
communicationamongthehikersis facilitatedanda consensusof which routeto takecan
bebuilt. Let'ssayfor instancethata routeis identifiedasbeing"good" by severalof the
hikers. However, becausethe map helps to convey that the route may involve some
amountof perceiveddanger,someof the hikerscommunicatetheir apprehensionandso
another route is chosen through further interaction with the map.

Basedon this example,I am suretherearesomeof us that want to insist that this is
exactly why "groundtruthing" mustbe the measureof modelgoodnes the mapmust
correspond to reality (the mountain)so the hikerscanaccuratelypredictwhat they will
encounter.This insistenceof "groundtruth" leadsto thecall for reducingor eliminating
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uncertaintyin environmentalmodels. However,this is anotherfoundationalist view that
needsto changebecauseuncertaintyis a fact of life. The typical notion of uncertainty
must be expandedbeyondempirical uncertainty(e.g., the degree of fit of a regression
equation to data points) to include epistemological uncertainty(questions about our
knowledge or beliefs) (Edwards, 1999). Epistemological uncertainty cannot be
eliminated. Further,anyattemptat reducinguncertainty(in thebroadersenseadvocated
by Edwards,1999) is itself associatedwith uncertaintybecauseabsolutecertaintyis an
unseentarget(i.e., "How canwebeconsciousof whatwe arenot consciousof?"). This is
theessenceof Lotfi Zadeh'sPrincipleof Incompatibility, which forms the foundation of
the scienceandphilosophy of fuzzy logic (Kosko, 1993). Zadeharguesthat the closer
you look at an environmentalsystemthe fuzzier the understandingof the systemor
solution to the problembecomes. The following discussion comesout of a paperon
decision processes:

As the complexity of a systemincreases,our ability to makeprecise
and yet significant statementsabout its behavior diminishes until a
threshold is reached beyond which precision and significance (or
relevance)becomealmost mutually exclusivecharacteristics. It is in this
sensethat preciseanalysisof the behaviorof humanistic systemsarenot
likely to have much relevance to the real-world societal, political,
economic,and other typesof problemswhich involve humanseither as
individuals or in groups. (Zadeh, 1973, p. 339)

While we cannoteliminateuncertaintyfrom environmentalmodels Is it themodel
that is uncertainor is it us? andanyreduction of uncertaintyis itself associatedwith
uncertainty,I do think thatenvironmentalmodelscanhelp to facilitatetheunderstanding
and communication of the uncertainties within a particular decision-making context.
Thus,ratherthanspendingvastamountsof resourcestrying to eliminatetheuncertainties
in modelsthat we can't be fully awareof anyway, we should developenvironmental
modelsso that theyafford the characterizingandconveyingof uncertaintyto the bestof
our ability .  While work is definitely being done towards this end, we need to consider the
point of facilitating communication. Takethe widespreaduseof probability to describe
uncertainty and whether this helps to communicate uncertainty between scientists,
decision makersandstakeholders.The commonunderstandingof probability is that of
the chance of, for example, rolling an even number using a six-sided die (50%
probability). In this case,theprobabilityvaluecommunicatesthenear-absolutecertainty
of the chanceof rolling an evennumber. Thus,probability is commonlyunderstoodas
characterizingthe uncertaintyof an outcome(e.g., an evennumberor an earthquake),
ratherthantheuncertaintyof our understandingof thesystem(e.g.,a die or fault system)
or the uncertaintyin the model output. Consideringthis, it can only be beneficial to
explore more (and more varied) means of facilitating the disclosureof uncertainty
through the development of pragmatic environmental models.  

It Really Is A Model World
In writing this paper,I havetwo objectivesbeyondhelpingmyself to think through
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theissuessurroundingenvironmental-modelvalidation. Thefirst is to addmy voice,asa
practicingenvironmentalmodeler,to the fray in hopesof affecting further changein the
attitudes of environmentalmodelers,and perhapseven more so, decision makers,and
stakeholderssince they both have equal say if environmentalmodeling is not only to
influencepolicy, but influenceit in a positive andanticipatedway. That we cannotever
establish, with absolute certainty, the (correspondence)truth and reliability of an
environmentalmodelandits output,is somethingthatwemustaccept.By accepting this,
our view of model validation (or "ground truthing") hasto shift. Ratherthan focusing
upontheenvironmentalmodel,we needto takea pragmatic, contextualview of validity,
which is determinedby thepracticalconsequencesemergingout of a particular decision-
making context (actor network), that broadensour consideration to human and non-
human actors. 

My secondobjectiveis to attemptto reconstructtherole of environmentalmodelsin
the faceof currentphilosophical perspectivesandspecificcritiquesof modelvalidation.
From my unapologetically biasedstandpoint,I think environmentalmodeling can and
will continueto serveanimportantrole in society. Thatrole is decidedlypragmatic  to
help in the building of consensus(objective)decisionsby encouragingexperimentation
and facilitating communication (especially of uncertainties). In no way is this a
diminishment of the role of models or the importanceof environmentalmodeling
research. If anything,it is a promotionin both respects.The building of consensus,in
even the most simple decision-makingcontext, is rarely a trivial thing. The role of
affording consensuswill helpto allay fearssurroundingtheuncertaintiesandfallibility of
prediction, andreducethe risk of puttingabsolutefaith in anyprediction. To servethis
role well won't bea small matter andwill requireasmuchor moreresearcheffort on the
part of environmental modelers, who must take the lead, decision makers, and
stakeholdersto find novel ways of encouragingexperimentation and facilitating
communication. Continuingandbuilding uponcurrentwork towardscharacterizingand
conveyinguncertaintyis moreimportantthaneverif environmentalmodelsareto takeon
this modified role.

Beinga pragmatist, I haveno expectationsthat this paperhasprovided"the" answer
to making environmentalmodeling (more) relevantto policy. Perhaps,it providesno
answers. Certainlyhowever,it provokesa wealthof questions that provide for further,
activeandfruitful discussion. I will considerthis papera successif it managesto involve
a wider cross-sectionof discussants,beyondjust a handful of scientistsand historians,
sociologists,andphilosophersof science. As for the judgesand lawyers,if we change
our expectations and our practices, they will have no choice but to follow.
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